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We are delighted that you're interested in studying at HU University of Applied 

Sciences Utrecht! If you choose one of our degree programmes, the education 

we provide will play a major part in shaping your future. That’s why we believe it 

is important to help you prepare as effectively as possible. We not only provide 

details about your programme but also give you a full impression of what you 

can expect from your studies. We help you make the right study choice by 

benefiting from our years of experience in educating students and working 

professionals. All of our degree programmes are accredited and their quality is 

monitored continuously. By choosing the HU, you are therefore choosing an 

education of the highest standard at an institute that sees you as a serious 

partner. We will work together with you to make the most of your studies.

This cooperation begins with a study choice check after you register for the 

programme. During your studies you will be able to discuss your progress and 

any problems you might have with a supervisor. This increases the likelihood 

that you will complete your programme successfully and be ideally equipped to 

start your first job. To give you the best possible preparation for your chosen 

profession, we adapt our teaching to the needs and trends in business, industry 

and society at large. We maintain close contact with the professional world and 

as a student you will be an integral part of this process. Together we invest in 

your future success!



CREATIVE BUSINESS
FORMERLY: INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA
FULL-TIME

Duration

4 years

ECTS credits

240

Title

On graduating you will receive a Bachelor’s degree

COMMUNICATION AND JOURNALISM
Our degree programmes focus on interacting with a target group and using expressions 

that are suitable for that particular group. In Journalism, you will learn what makes a good 

news story and the best choice of media channel. You will conduct interviews, write 

articles, and compose TV and radio reports and digital productions. As a ‘designer’ in the 

Communication and Multimedia Design programme, you can let your creativity loose. You 

will produce a number of digital communications publications based on pre-devised 

concepts.
The English taught programme Creative Business trains you for professions in the international 

(online) marketing, media or communication field. You will learn all the skills that are required to 

work within Creative Industries and international companies.

The Communication programme covers aspects such as planning and conducting 

campaigns. You will make flyers, apps, short films and use social media.



Croho code

35516

Allowed profiles

For Dutch students: vwo CM / vwo EM / vwo NG / vwo NT / havo CM + wiskunde A or 

wiskunde B / havo EM / havo NG / havo NT / mbo-niveau 4

Registration deadline

For Dutch students: May 1st, 2018.

For international students different deadlines apply. Visit www.international.hu.nl.

Binding advice concerning continuation of studies

Binding, minimum of 50 ECTS credits in the first 12 months.

Tuition fee

Check www.tuitionfeecalculator.hu.nl

Website

cbs.hu.nl

PROGRAMME DESCRIPTION
Creative Business (CB) is a state-of-the-art degree programme focusing on the latest 

developments in international marketing, media and communication. It equips you with a 

blend of professional skills highly desired by employers in creative industries such as 

advertising, media and entertainment, design, music, publishing, gaming, fashion and IT, 

but also in other organisations – commercial and non-profit – and consultancies. Along the 

way you learn how to manage the commercial power of creativity, to think strategically and 

conceptually and to find innovative ways to solve the challenges of today’s international 

creative business.

We give you a solid grounding in marketing, communication, media and business theory, 

plus the ability to apply this knowledge to real-life cases from international creative 

business. But more than that, CB allows you to build your own professional profile and 

personal brand by creating your own learning paths and goals based on your particular 

needs, interests and background. You acquire the skills needed to become a flexible and 

creative forward thinker with an entrepreneurial attitude, analytical abilities and 

collaborative competences.

“A BROAD EDUCATION, AN INSPIRING ENVIRONMENT AND GOOD PROSPECTS FOR THE 
FUTURE. THAT’S WHAT I WAS LOOKING FOR. SOME OF THE PEOPLE I WORK WITH ON 
THIS DEGREE PROGRAMME FEEL LIKE FAMILY, AND THAT MAKES STUDENT LIFE SO 
MUCH MORE ENJOYABLE. YOU LEARN VALUABLE LESSONS ON EVERY FRONT, NOT 
LEAST HOW TO DEVELOP A DISTINCTIVE SET OF SKILLS SO YOU STAND OUT FROM 
THE CROWD AS A GRADUATE ON THE JOB MARKET.”
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This programme prepares and trains you for global flexibility in creative business. From day 

one you work in cross-cultural international teams, on cross-border projects. For example, 

you might learn to write a marketing plan, bring an American disruptive product or brand 

to the European market or introduce a European innovation to Africa and the Middle East. 

And you spend at least one semester of the programme working or studying abroad. Our 

curriculum trains you for careers at companies with a creative core, from vintage to start-up 

to scale-up, who are looking for bright, innovative, enthusiastic and well-organised people 

to join their team and to propel their commercial potential. 

You spend at least one semester working or studying abroad. The curriculum also includes 

a half-year minor, studying a secondary subject of your own choice at either HU University 

of Applied Sciences Utrecht, another Dutch university or one of our many foreign partner 

universities.

FIRST YEAR
In the first year you explore the foundations of international creative business. You 

familiarise yourself with such topics as digital media design, media culture, marketing, 

consumer behaviour and writing, presentation and research skills. These introductory 

courses offer a first taste of the rest of the curriculum: a great starting point when deciding 

which of the elective courses will best suit you.

You also discover our unique approach to teaching. You work mainly in learning teams, 

small groups of students who learn together to build their subject knowledge collectively 

as well as individually. Your team closely simulates a cooperative professional setting, 

consisting of five to seven students guided by a professional development coach and 

lecturers.

The first-year courses (5 ECTS credits each) are:

Block 1

•   The Professional Landscape

•   Humanities

•   Marketing Principles
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Block 2

•   The Professional Landscape

•   Digital Media Design

•   Principles of Communication

Block 3

•   Research Lab & Methods

•   Media Culture

•   Corporate Communication

Block 4

•   Research Analysis & Toolkit

•   Creativity

•   Consumer Behaviour

To ease the transition to a new place of learning and possibly a different language, culture 

and country, during your first year you are allocated a study coach. He or she assists you in 

learning to work independently and plan your studies, as well as providing informal advice 

and support on other matters.

The first year begins with a short optional introduction period, an excellent way to meet 

your fellow students, discover your new home and begin your studies with some fun.

BINDING ADVICE CONCERNING CONTINUATION OF STUDIES
At the end of the first year of your programme, you will be given ‘binding advice 

concerning continuation or discontinuation of studies’. This is issued by the faculty and is 

based on your results thus far.
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You are able to earn up to 60 study credits (ECTS) in any one year. In your first year, you 

must obtain at least 50 credits otherwise you will not be permitted to continue your 

programme.

SECOND YEAR AND BEYOND
In the second year, you start to work on your personal branding. The courses in the first 

and second semesters are all compulsory, but in the third and fourth you can also choose 

two electives.

The compulsory courses are:

Block 1

•   Technology

•   Cross-Media Fundamentals

•   International Creative Business

Block 2

•   Entrepreneurship

•   Human-Centred Design

•   Intercultural Communication

Block 3

•   Global Work

Block 4

•   Data Storytelling

The electives you can opt from are Exploring Cultural Differences, Participatory Cultures, 

Branding Fundamentals, Managing Creatives, Interactive Experiences, Framing the Media, 

Advanced Marketing and Influencing Your Audiences. These begin to focus your 

knowledge and skill set on particular current needs of creative business. Depending on 

which you choose, topics you might go on to explore in more detail include deep data and 

data telling, creative content and briefing, advanced design thinking, the customer journey 

and brand personas, internal and external branding, innovative organisational cultures, 

corporate reputation and strategic vision and communications.

A half-year work placement, in the Netherlands or abroad, is compulsory during the third 

year. This gives you a taste of the real professional world outside the classroom. There is a 

strong practical component throughout the rest of your studies, too, as you work regularly 

on genuine business cases and examples. You also take your minor in the third year.

GRADUATION
The programme ends with a graduation project, for which you conduct independent 

research into a marketing, communication or media problem of your choice.
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Many of our graduation projects are triggered by genuine research requests from 

businesses or other organisations, in the Netherlands or internationally. Whatever the case, 

your task is to address an issue related to professional creative business practice by 

carrying out your own research and writing an extensive report explaining your findings.

Examples of graduation projects

•   Improve a content strategy for a fashion and lifestyle brand to increase interaction with 

Instagram users.

•   Analyse the marketing strategy for a children’s programme from a global entertainment 

and media enterprise.

•   Develop a marketing communication plan for an international food company.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
International students

Students applying to our international Bachelor’s degree programmes must hold a 

secondary school diploma at a sufficient level (comparable to the Dutch HAVO 

qualification). You are eligible to enrol on one of the programmes if you hold any of the 

following diplomas:

•   Bulgaria: Diploma za Sredno Obrazovanie

•   Romania: Baccalaureat

•   France: Baccalaureat

•   China: senior middle school diploma and huikao (regional examination) certificate

•   Germany: Abitur (Zeugnis der Allgemeine Hochschulreife) or Fachhochschulreife

•   United Kingdom: a minimum of four GCSEs/IGCSEs at grade A, B or C AND two A/AS 

levels in six different subjects

•   United States: high-school diploma with college preparatory programme

•   International Baccalaureate or European Baccalaureate Diploma
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English proficiency

All students, except native speakers of English and those with a relevant Dutch diploma, 

must prove that they have good writing and conversation skills in English. If this is not your 

first language, you must provide a result from an internationally recognised test of English, 

as follows.

•   IELTS: minimum score 6.0.

•   TOEFL: minimum score 550 (213 computer-based, 80 internet-based).

•   Cambridge certificate of Advanced English.

For Chinese students, an IELTS test result is required.

All other students may choose between IELTS and TOEFL. For more information, please 

visit our website: www.international.hu.nl.

Admission requirements for Dutch students

•   HAVO diploma "Oude stijl" (issued 2001-2010): all profiles.

•   HAVO diploma "Nieuwe stijl" (issued since 2009): profile: E+M/ N+G/N+T; for C+M 

profile you need Mathematics A or B.

•   VWO diploma "Oude stijl" or “Nieuwe stijl": all profiles.

•   MBO diploma, level 4.

If you did not pass HAVO “Nieuwe stijl” with Mathematics A or B in your examination 

programme, you will need to take an additional test. For more information, contact Claudia 

van der Sangen, intermediair.FCJ@hu.nl.

BLENDED LEARNING
At HU, learning involves both theory (in the lecture room) and practice (during an 

internship or placement). Learning activities take place in various settings and at various 

times. Some are undertaken individually while others involve working as part of a team. We 

call this mix ‘blended learning’.
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The digital learning environment plays an important part within the mix. Blended learning 

ensures that the material is covered in appropriate depth and facilitates contact between 

staff and students. Blended learning is not the same as e-learning, which relies entirely on 

the digital, online setting.

TIMETABLE
At the beginning of the academic year you will be given a timetable which shows the 

teaching weeks, examination periods and vacations.

The academic year is divided into four periods, each of approximately ten weeks. For each 

period you will be given a timetable of lessons with information such as the classroom and 

lecturer.

STUDY LOAD
The majority of degree programmes require you to devote forty hours a week to study, 

whether in the form of attendance at lectures and classes or working on projects. 

Mentoring activities, work experience placements and private study also fall within this 40 

hour norm.

ASSESSMENTS
Assessment of the degree is in two stages.

•   At the end of the first year: the propaedeutic (foundation phase) assessment.

•   At the end of the full programme: the final assessment.

To pass either of these, you must obtain all the ECTS credits required for that stage of your 

studies. 
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Each module (course) ends with an assessed assignment, examination and/or test, which 

must be passed in order to gain the study credits linked to that course. Such an assessment 

may be divided into several parts, and a variety of methods may be used.

These include…

•   Written examinations with either open or multiple choice questions, or “open book” 

examinations

•   Portfolios, teamwork

•   Pitches and presentations

•   Individual assignments

•   Case studies

Any formal examinations are held at the end of the relevant teaching block (i.e. 

immediately after you complete the course in question). Examination timetables are 

published in advance.

OPTIONAL SUBJECTS
Half of the third year is devoted to your minor. This is a short secondary programme of 

study, on a topic not necessarily directly related to your main degree subject. As such, you 

have considerable freedom in choosing the theme of your minor.

You do not have to take your minor at HU University of Applied Sciences Utrecht. Instead, 

you can also opt to spend a semester at another Dutch university or one of our many 

foreign partner institutions. If you do choose to stay in Utrecht, we offer a broad range of 

minor subjects which combine well with your Creative Business programme – for example, 

Media Psychology, Design, Journalism and Online Big-Data Analysis. Moreover, some of 

our minors enable you to enrol directly on certain postgraduate programmes at Utrecht 

University.

INTERNSHIP
The third year of the CB programmes offers you the option to study abroad for a semester 

or to take an international work placement. All students must spend at least six months in a 

non-native environment. This is an outstanding opportunity to explore and prepare for your 

chosen career.

Examples of work placement assignments

•   Implement a social media plan for a global game studio.

•   Maintain and analyse public relations for an international magazine.

•   Produce state-of-the-art videos for a virtual reality company.

•   Develop creative brand strategies to attract tourists to Amsterdam.
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WHAT AM I QUALIFIED TO DO?
Our graduates have excellent career opportunities in communications, marketing, media 

and other creative businesses. You typically begin in an entry-level position, but soon 

progress into more strategic or managerial roles. Jobs you can expect to qualify for 

include…

You are eligible for a variety of different jobs such as:

•   Online and social media marketer

Has a role that mainly involves the “macro” social media decisions in line with the brand 

identity, company audience, goals, budget and content strategy.

•   Communication manager

Responsible for company messages, written materials and presentations

•   PR consultant

An intermediary between the public and an organisation or business communicating its 

mission, policies and goals to the public

•   Online experience manager

Developing and implementing Customer Experience strategy and customer-centric 

organisational design for the future

•   Media relations officer

Focal point for all media-related matters.

•   Social media consultant

A marketing agent or public relations executive

•   Brand strategist

Ensuring a consistent and effective brand message to anticipate future trends and 

success of a product or service.

•   Corporate relations officer

Handling promotions and public relations for a company.

•   Advertising Account manager

Link between the client and the entire agency team.

•   Product manager

Communication of product vision from the highest levels of executive leadership to 

development and implementation teams.
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•   Online Media Planner

Plans media on behalf of the agency’s clients and liaises with advertising, marketing, PR 

or business relationships

(Source: CB Alumni Network.)

CAREER PERSPECTIVES
Seventy-five per cent of Creative Business graduates find employment within three months. 

The programme’s flexibility and variety are reflected in the wide range of organisations in 

which these graduates build their careers, from multinational businesses in the Netherlands 

and abroad to their own start-up companies.

Salaries are highly dependent on a variety of factors, so individual experiences will differ. 

However, multinational companies typically offer higher-than-average pay rates and our 

internationally-minded graduates are in considerable demand in this sector. As a result, the 

current average gross starting salary for CB graduates is approximately €24,000 per year.

POSTGRADUATE STUDIES
You can of course start work straight after you finish your Bachelor's degree. However, you 

can also choose to continue your studies by taking a Master's degree in the Netherlands or 

abroad. Some of our minors enable you to enrol directly on certain postgraduate 

programmes at Utrecht University. In other cases, and at other Dutch universities, you may 

need to take a transitional programme.

HU University of Applied Sciences Utrecht is currently considering the establishment of a 

Master's degree in Communication and Media as a direct extension of the Bachelor’s in 

Creative Business, so this option may be available by the time you graduate.

LIFELONG LEARNING
You’re never too old to learn. Today’s society expects professionals to keep their 

knowledge up to date. In some professions, refresher training and regular re-accreditation 

are mandatory.
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HU offers education to everyone, from young students of just 17 to experienced 

professionals of 67. As an active professional, you can come to us to update your 

knowledge and skills, introducing further depth or breadth. Alongside the fulltime 

undergraduate programmes we offer a wide range of courses and graduate and Masters’ 

programmes.

The curriculum is developed in close consultation with the professional field and is based 

on current, international insights in the relevant subject area. Practice-oriented research is 

particularly important. Our educational activities are flexible and tailor-made, offering 

students the opportunity to determine the appropriate level and content. We also take 

differences in learning style into account. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION

STUDY CHOICE PROCEDURE
It is important that you are able to complete your chosen programme successfully. The first 

step in doing so is to select a programme which is in keeping with your talents, interests 

and abilities. HU will help you.

OPEN DAYS
The HU open days allow you to experience the atmosphere on campus and meet staff and 

students. Although much information can be found on the websites and in the brochures, it 

is only through being on the spot that you appreciate what the future may hold. You can 

ask questions during the many information meetings and fairs. If you wish to attend an 

open day, please register at www.international.hu.nl.

http://www.international.hu.nl


ORIENTATION DAYS
If you have been to an open day you may already have a good idea of which programme 

you wish to follow. The next step is to come along for an orientation day, during which you 

will attend one or more actual lessons, lectures or laboratory sessions. The day will give you 

a very good idea of what to expect. You will be able to talk to staff and current students 

who can tell you more about the programme you have in mind. For further information, see 

www.international.hu.nl.

STUDY CHOICE CHECK
It is important that you are able to complete your chosen programme successfully. We 

therefore want to make sure that there is a good ‘match’ between the programme and 

your abilities. When you register as a (prospective) student on any fulltime or associate 

degree programme without a numerus clausus, you will be invited to take part in the 

programme selection check.

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?
We want to make sure that your skills, talents and expectations match with your chosen 

programme, and vice versa. The process consists of two parts: an online questionnaire and 

attendance at a matching session. This check is not obligatory for international students.

The first online questionnaires will be early in 2018. Once we receive your registration via 

Studielink, you will get further instructions. Having completed the online questionnaire, you 

will receive details about registration for the matching day.

For further information, see www.programmeselectioncheck.hu.nl.

REGISTRATION AND ENROLMENT
If you already know what programme you wish to follow, check whether you meet the 

enrolment criteria and register on time. All important information about registration and 

enrolment can be found at www.enrolment.hu.nl.
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REGISTRATION
You must always register using the www.studielink.nl system. The closing date for 

registration for Dutch students is 1 May 2018. For international students different deadlines 

apply. Please visit www.international.hu.nl.

Some programmes tend to be oversubscribed. They have more stringent selection 

procedures and different registration dates. If you are uncertain of the exact requirements, 

contact bureauinschrijving@hu.nl (Dutch students) or enrolmentoffice@hu.nl (international 

students).

CREATIVE BUSINESS

Registration deadline

For Dutch students: May 1st, 2018.

For international students different deadlines apply. Visit www.international.hu.nl.

TUITION FEES
If you are following a programme at HU which leads to the award of the HBO (Higher 

Professional Education) diploma, you are required to pay annual tuition fees. There are two 

levels of fees: the statutory tuition fees (determined by the Dutch government) and the 

institutional tuition fees (set by HU itself).

To qualify for the lower statutory tuition fees you must meet certain requirements with 

regard to nationality, domicile and attendance. If you are unable to meet these 

requirements, you are liable to pay the higher institutional tuition fees.

AMOUNT OF TUITION FEES
The statutory tuition fees are set by the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science on an 

annual basis. You can find out how much you will be expected to pay using the online 

calculator.
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For further information, see www.enrolment.hu.nl and www.duo.nl. If you cannot find the 

answers to your questions here, email bureauinschrijving@hu.nl (Dutch students) or 

enrolmentoffice@hu.nl (international students).

STUDY GRANTS
You may be eligible for a study grant or student loan. For further information, visit 

www.duo.nl. 

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDENTS FROM NON-EEA COUNTRIES
HU offers several scholarships for students who do not have a non-EU/EEA nationality and 

pay the higher tuition fee. The amount of the scholarships arrange from € 2.000,- to € 

5.000,-  For further information, visit www.international.hu.nl – bachelor programmes – 

finance.

COSTS OF STUDYING AT HBO LEVEL
Studying costs money. Tuition fees are only part of the overall expense. You must also 

reserve funds to purchase textbooks and other materials, and to take part in activities such 

as field trips.

The exact costs vary from one programme to another, but we recommend allowing for a 

budget of between €500 and €1000 per year.

STUDY GUIDANCE
Every student is assigned a personal mentor who is able to advise you on progress and will 

discuss any problems you may have. Together you will work on your general study skills in 

order to help you complete the programme successfully.

Because you also devise your own study programme, your mentor will advise on the choice 

of minors or specializations. If you have any problems which are not directly related to your 

studies, the mentor is able to refer you to someone who can help.

STUDENT COUNSELLORS
The student counsellors are on hand to provide information and advice. They will help to 

find solutions to any problems you may have, and will assist you if you have questions 

relating to your registration or progress, financial matters or your personal health. Where 

appropriate, the counsellors can refer you to the student psychologist or the students’ 

doctor. Everything you discuss with a counsellor is treated in the strictest confidence.

STUDENT MEDIATION
If you have a disagreement with a member of staff or a fellow student, you can call upon 

one of the student mediators. They are specially trained to resolve conflicts.
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STUDENTS WITH A DISABILITY
Everyone should have the opportunity to study. HU therefore makes every effort to make 

all programmes accessible to students with a disability or chronic illness. It is important that 

you notify us of any special requirements when you enrol on a programme (using 

Studielink). 

If you require special facilities or provisions during your studies, please contact one of the 

student counsellors. Even if you do not anticipate any problems, it is prudent to inform the 

counsellor of your circumstances.

TOP-LEVEL SPORTS SCHEME
Various special provisions are available to students who practise a sport at the ‘elite’ level. 

Depending on your individual circumstances, you may qualify for help in planning your 

coursework. You may also be allowed to reschedule examinations to fit in with your other 

commitments. If you think you are eligible, please contact the Top-Level Sports 

Coordinator. 

For further information, email topsport@hu.nl.

HU HONOURS
Ambitious students who seek a greater challenge can apply to take part in the Honours 

programme. It is for motivated and talented students who are willing to devote more time 

and energy to their studies.

You are expected to follow the Honours programme alongside your regular coursework. It 

therefore represents an additional study load but one which enables you to achieve your 

full potential.
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Having successfully completed the coursework and a final graduation project, you will be 

awarded the Honours Certificate. This allows you to show future employers that you are a 

cut above the average.

For further information, see www.honours.hu.nl.
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STUDENT LIFE

UTRECHT STUDENT CITY
Utrecht is a vibrant student city with an attractive historic centre. Thanks to the presence of 

a major international university and many other institutes of higher education, students 

make up over twenty per cent of its population. This is evident during any visit to the old 

city centre, where you will find many lively bars, pavement cafés and affordable restaurants. 

Festivals and other cultural events take place throughout the year.

For further details, see www.visit-utrecht.com.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION IN UTRECHT
The Utrecht Introduction Period helps you to get to know the city of Utrecht and your 

fellow students. There are various fun activities for which you can register at 

www.utrechtseintroductietijd.nl (from May/June onwards).

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION IN UTRECHT
It is of course very convenient to live and study in the same city. Unfortunately, it is not easy 

to find suitable accommodation in Utrecht. You should therefore begin looking as soon as 

possible and should register with SSH (www.sshxl.nl) and Kamernet (www.kamernet.nl).

HU has an agreement with SSH Short Stay, a local housing corporation that offers 

temporary furnished housing for international students.

Visit www.international.hu.nl/practical-information/housing

SPORT IN UTRECHT
Your HU Student Card entitles you to discounted admission to the Olympos Sports Centre 

at Utrecht Science Park. This is the sports centre of HU and Utrecht University.

Olympos offers the opportunity to take part in over thirty different sports. There is 

something for everyone, including you! For further information, see www.olympos.nl.

http://www.visit-utrecht.com
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STUDENT ASSOCIATIONS IN UTRECHT
A true student city such as Utrecht has many student associations. Some associations have 

a special focus such as a sport, religious denomination or political movement. There are 

also study associations, most of which are affiliated with particular programmes. For further 

information about the study associations, see www.oshu.nl (information in Dutch).

Associations of all types are run by volunteer administrators. If you are interested in joining 

the committee of an association, remember that you may be eligible to receive additional 

funding under the administrative grant scheme.

WORKING WHILE STUDYING
Many students have a part-time job. It is important not to earn too much from regular 

employment since this can affect your eligibility for a grant or student loan. You should also 

remember that studying is a full-time activity in itself. You must reserve enough time to 

complete all your coursework to everyone’s satisfaction. 

That said, anyone looking for interesting part-time work (or a first full-time job on leaving 

HU) should contact Campus Recruitment. Its specialist staff can also provide personal 

careers advice and will help you to develop a CV which will appeal to future employers. 

And you will never be turned down because you lack experience! 

For further information, see www.campusrecruitment.eu.
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INFORMATION
Student Service Desk and International Office

If you have any questions about studying at HU the Student Service Desk will be pleased to 

help. 

The International Office will assist international students with all kind of questions.

Hours

The Student Service Desk and the International Office are open on weekdays from 09:30 to 

16:30.  

CREATIVE BUSINESS

Address

Bolognalaan 101 (temporary; new location planned for 2018)

3584 CJ

Utrecht

Postal address

Postbus 85182

3508 AD

Utrecht

The Netherlands

About your location

This programme starts in September 2018 in a new and modern educational building, 

which is being built at this moment. The address is: Heidelberglaan 15, at Utrecht Science 

Park (USP) De Uithof.

Inside the building the institute area is the very heart of your programme. It is a meeting 

place for students and teaching staff at the institute. You will find various work spaces and 

consultation areas, coffee machines and printers. The building also has spaces to study, 

project rooms, areas for working in silence and computer workstations. Do you have your 

own laptop? Then you can pick a spot anywhere, because there is WiFi available 

throughout the building.



Accessibility

From Utrecht CS  it takes about twenty minutes by bus to get to USP De Uithof. Busses 

depart every few minutes. It takes about twenty minutes by bus.  The new tram services are 

scheduled to start mid-2018. Are you travelling by car? Please keep in mind charges apply 

for parking at USP De Uithof.

www.english.hu.nl/locaties

Telephone

+31 (0)88 481 8181, press 2 for English

Website

www.international.hu.nl

E-mail

info@hu.nl

Twitter

@HU_Utrecht

Facebook

facebook.com/HogeschoolUtrecht

Instagram

instagram.com/hogeschoolutrecht

GO ABROAD
Spending time abroad as part of your studies is a valuable experience both in terms of 

personal development and to boost your CV. Employers look for relevant work experience 

abroad more and more often.

In consultation with their degree programme, all students have the option of studying 

abroad, doing an internship or completing their studies abroad. For some students this is a 

compulsory component of their course. The International Office (exchange@hu.nl) will help 

you get started.
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HU IN DEVELOPMENT: THE HU CAMPUS
By 2018, HU’s education and research activities in Utrecht are clustered at Utrecht Science 

Park (USP) De Uithof. The HU Campus is a modern educational environment in which 

everyone can work and learn effectively. There are cafes, food courts and a large library 

which provides 520 study places. It is a location which invites interaction, connection, 

cooperation and knowledge-sharing.

For further information see www.huontwikkelt.nl/campusontwikkeling (in Dutch).

UTRECHT SCIENCE PARK (USP) DE UITHOF
USP is a modern educational setting in a fast-growing European region. At USP, HU 

University of Applied Sciences Utrecht provides education and conducts research in 

cooperation with partners from business, industry and the professional practice. These 

partnerships offer students interesting options for internships and research.

The campus at USP is constantly under development. The Uithoflijn tram line is currently 

being constructed and by 2018 you will be able to zip to USP from Utrecht Central Station 

in 17 minutes.

In addition to educational institutions and research institutes, USP boasts facilities such as 

shops, cafés and restaurants. You can easily reach USP by car, bicycle and public transport.
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